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19.8765 MXN 26/6
20.9728 MXN 26/6
24.3816 MXN 26/6
INPC 121.022
 


DTA 379.00
























Get a fare rate
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Solid Distribution Services
Petrom Logistics

We provide pivotal supply chain solutions to the most successful companies in the world.


Get a full quote
Find out more


GET A QUICK QUOTE

* for detailed quote use extended version


TRUCKLOAD



COMMODITY



DIST (KM)

80

REFRIGERATED





Total$ 













Unparalleled Logistics &
Customs Brokerage

We adhere to strict and precise operations in order to sustain reliable delivery times for every client.


OUR SERVICES
PURCHASE NOW











Welcome to
PETROM LOGISTICS

Global turnkey logistics and transportation services via sea, land and air. We will protect you from risk and liability.


OUR SERVICES
PURCHASE NOW


















CALL CENTER

Coming Soon!











WORKING HOURS

Mon-Fri 9AM-5PM 
Sat 9AM-3PM











OUR LOCATION

CDMX, 
México.











GET DETAILED QUOTE




Select service
Trucking
Air Cargo

























OUR COMPANY

We are a Mexican company with 27 years of experience, dedicated to offering high-quality logistic-customs services to companies whose business is related to international trade. 
 
Currently, we operate through the Customs of the International Airport of Mexico City, Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, Puerto de Veracruz and Puerto de Manzanillo with our own facilities.










OUR SERVICES
WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU









OCEAN CARGO

With a solid transportation infrastructure, we offer superb transport and logistics services finely tuned to the most demanding operations, including solid oceanic transport services.















FLY ANYWHERE

Send your merchandise anywhere in the world with our unparalleled Air Cargo services and conduct business in a timely and organized fashion.
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LAND CARGO SERVICES

We thrive in land-based transportation, ensuring that your merchandise reaches its destination with strict and careful real-time monitoring capacities.















CARGO STORAGE

Our company efficiently operates proprietary warehousing facilities across Mexico and in the US. Take full advantage of our competitive warehousing and storage services.













OUR CLIENTS
CLIENTS THAT TRUST OUR SERVICES





I owe my success to having listened respectfully to the advice of PetroM Logistics, being able to expand the reach of my business with precision and order.
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P. WILSON
CTO of KLM








PetroM Logistics does what some companies are not willing to do, immediate results = long-term business. PetroM Logistics has been our source of leverage to empòwer business growth within our company.
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Raúl Bell
ReConstruction LLC










OUR CORE VALUES
OUR SKILLS AND EXPERTISE



The reason our clients stay with us is that we adhere to strict and precise operative capacities in order to sustain reliable delivery times for every client and in every operation.
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0101234567,012012345670123


DELIVERED PACKAGES
We specialize in the import and export of products for the chemical, pharmaceutical, aeronautical, and automotive industries, among others.




01234012345670123,0123456701234567890123


KM PER YEAR
Our company carefully plans and executes each strategic transportation operation for the utmost precision, having a strong presence at a national level.




010123,012012345670123456789


TONS OF GOODS
Our company’s services guarantee first-class operations for each of our clients, while also offering infallible insurance third-party providers.




012345678900123456789001234567


DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
We operate through the Customs of the International Airport of Mexico City, Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, Puerto de Veracruz & Puerto de Manzanillo, Laredo & Houston with our own facilities.







OUR NETWORK

We have the privilege of collaborating with renowned businesses and organizations.
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WE ARE THE BEST
PETROM IN NUMBERS



With 27 years of experience, our company is dedicated to offering high-quality logistic-customs services to companies whose business is related to international trade.





MARKET SHARE IN MEXICAN TERRITORY
75%




REVENUE GROWTH PER YEAR
61%




PROFIT GROWTH PER YEAR
54%




INCREASE IN NUMBER OF LOGISTICS CENTERS
100%








CURRENT EVENTS
LATEST NEWS AND EVENTS





Interested in finding out more? Click on all news for more information.
Read all news






Subscribe to our newsletter. Click here for more information.
Newsletter













09

Jan
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Our contribution to cargo industry

Air CargoTrucking
We specialize in the import and export of products for the chemical, pharmaceutical, aeronautical, and automotive industries, among others.
Find out more
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New warehouse now operational

Warehousing
Our company efficiently operates proprietary warehousing facilities across Mexico and in the US to offer solid storage services to our clientele.
Find out more
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New trucks arriving

Trucking
Our fleet was formed to serve the most demanding logistics and supply chain operations to deliver always on time and in an organized manner.
Find out more






















 


























ABOUT US
 PetroM Logistics is a 100% Mexican company with 27 years of experience that operates through the Customs Offices of the International Airport of Mexico City, Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas, Puerto de Veracruz and Puerto de Manzanillo with its own facilities.

[email protected]
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Latest News


	
XPO Celebrates 30 Years...XPO recently celebrated the 30th anniversary […]


	
How to Get Your Start in...Supply chain security is a term that is […]
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept All


Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.

 










Functional 


Functional







Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.











Performance 


Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.











Analytics 


Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.











Advertisement 


Advertisement







Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.











Others 


Others







Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.





















SAVE & ACCEPT
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